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Because lightning protection, grounding, equipotential 
bonding and surge protection are all interdependent 
technologies, reliable protection of structures and 
operations demands an integrated system approach.
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Facility Electrical Protection for the 21st Century
Lightning strikes and the dangerous over-voltage surges caused by lightning and man-made events represent a direct threat to people, 
buildings and sensitive electronic equipment.
Today, the consequences of an unexpected lightning strike or power surge can be catastrophic for a company. Proper protection can save 
thousands of dollars in damage, operational downtime and lost business opportunities.

nVent ERICO is a leading global designer, manufacturer and marketer of 
precision-engineered specialty metal products serving niche markets in a diverse 
range of electrical, construction, utility and rail applications. The company is 
headquartered in Solon, Ohio, USA with a network of sales locations serving 
more than 25 countries and with manufacturing and distribution facilities 

worldwide. nVent ERICO’s well-known brand names include: nVent CADDY 
electrical and mechanical fixings, fasteners and supports; Cadweld welded 
electrical connections; surge protection devices; rail and industrial  products; 
ERIFLEX low voltage power distribution; facility electrical protection; and nVent 
LENTON concrete products. Visit nVent ERICO online at nVent.com/ERICO.

THE SIX POINT PLAN OF PROTECTION

1   Capture the lightning strike.
Capture the lightning strike to a known and preferred  
attachment point using a purpose-designed air terminal 
system.

2 2  Convey this energy to ground.
Conduct the energy to the ground via a purpose-designed 
downconductor.

3   Dissipate energy into the grounding system.
Dissipate energy into a low impedance grounding system.

4   Bond all ground points together.
Bond all ground points to eliminate ground loops and create 
an equipotential plane.

5   Protect incoming AC power feeders.
Protect equipment from surges and transients on incoming 
power lines to prevent equipment damage and costly 
operational downtime.

6   Protect low voltage data/telecommunications circuits.
Protect equipment from surges and transients on incoming 
telecommunications and signal lines to prevent equipment 
damage and costly operational downtime.

TOTAL FACILITY PROTECTION

The consequences of an unexpected lightning strike or power 
surge can be catastrophic for a facility: 

• Personnel are at risk.
• Critical equipment may be damaged or destroyed.
• Data can be corrupted.
• The costs of operational downtime and lost revenue can be very

substantial. 
As industries become more dependent on increasingly sensitive 
equipment, proper protection from lightning and dangerous over-
voltage transients is necessary. 
With over 60 years of research, testing and product development, 
nVent ERICO has acknowledged that no single technology can totally 
eliminate vulnerability to lightning and surges.
The nVent ERICO Six Point Plan of Protection is designed to 
provide total facility protection by integrating several concepts.
The Six Point Plan will minimize the risk of damage to facilities 
through:
• Direct Strike Protection
• Grounding and Bonding
• Surge and Over-voltage Transient Protection
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Facility Electrical Protection for the 21st Century
DIRECT STRIKE PROTECTION

nVent ERICO’s innovative technology provides two systems for capturing lightning energy. The nVent ERICO System 2000 provides 
conventional air terminal technology to meet traditional needs.
An alternative approach to lightning protection is the nVent ERICO System 3000, which utilizes the collection volume principle to determine 
the effective placement of lightning protection to ensure the safe conveyance and dissipation of the lightning energy into the ground.
Over 7000 facilities, including some of the tallest and most vulnerable buildings in the world, are protected by System 3000.

• Well known technology of
passive rods or air terminals,
familiar to installers

• Air terminals available in
aluminum, copper and stainless

• IEC®, B.S., and U.S. Standard
Compliant

• Precision manufacturing helps
ensure easy assembly and
installation

• Computer-aided design to
IEC62305, NFPA®-780,
AS/NZS1768

• Advanced lightning protection
system based on latest lightning
research and technology

• Enhanced area of protection,
fewer air terminals needed

• Economical and easy to install
• Fewer downconductors are

required
• Designed to protect all types of

structures and “open areas”
• Computer-aided design using

Collection Volume method

GROUNDING AND BONDING

For the efficient performance of a lightning protection system, it is 
essential that a low impedance ground be provided to facilitate the 
dissipation of the lightning energy into the earth mass.
Because soil conditions and seasonal patterns vary from site to site, 
the methods of grounding need to be considered on an individual basis.
As a grounding specialist, nVent 
ERICO provides a range of grounding 
systems to suit any application. nVent ERICO offers a variety of 

products, such as ground bars, 
signal reference grids, ground 
plates and potential equalization 
clamps, which are designed to 
create an equipotential plane 
and help protect personnel and 
valuable equipment. Cadweld 
copper-bonded or stainless steel 
earth rods and GEM facilitate 
the transfer of surges and fault 
currents into the earth, and provide 
a very long service life due to 
superior construction and quality.

Connections are 
often the most critical 
element of grounding 
systems, so the 
preferred method of 
connection is the 
Cadweld exothermic 
welding process.
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INTRODUCTION

Grounding and bonding are an integral part 
of any modern electrical protection system 
design. An effective, low-impedance ground 
system is a key element of this system. 

It is crucial to help provide personnel 
safety, as well as reliable protection for vital 
equipment and to minimize interruptions of 
service and costly downtime.  

With over a century of experience in the 
design and manufacture of bonding and 
grounding products, nVent ERICO, a single 
source provider, offers what we believe is the 
best range of long lasting and cost-effective 
grounding products available.

Soil conditions and seasonal patterns vary 
from site to site, the methods of grounding 
need to be considered on an individual basis.

BASIC DEFINITIONS

Ground: A conducting connection, whether intentional or 
accidental, between an electrical circuit or equipment and 
the earth, or to some conducting body that serves in place of the 
earth.

Earth: The conductive mass of the earth, whose electric potential 
at any point is conventionally taken as equal to zero.  
(In some countries the term “ground” is used instead of “earth.”)

Bonding: The permanent joining of metallic parts to form an 
electrically conductive path that will ensure electrical continuity 
and the capacity to conduct any current likely to be imposed.

THE NEED TO GROUND!

There are important reasons why a grounding system 
should be installed. 

1. The most important reason is to help protect people!

2. To help provide protection of structures and equipment from
unintentional contact with live conductors.

3. To help support maximum safety from electrical system faults
and lightning.

It is a fundamental fact that electricity ALWAYS flows to the point 
of lowest potential. The task is to help ensure that electricity, 
including faults, lightning and electronic noise, flows to this point 
with maximum safety to people, while maintaining the reliability of 
equipment. Therefore we must help ensure the safe, controlled flow 
of electricity with minimum voltage drop to earth in all cases. 

GROUNDING CODES AND STANDARDS

Grounding needs vary according to function. The grounding 
requirements of a power system will vary from those of electrical 
equipment, lightning protection or for the proper function of 
electronic equipment.  

Proper installation of appropriate grounding systems requires 
knowledge of the needs and layout of the facility. Soil 
characteristics, grounding conductor materials grounding 
connections and terminations, are significant factors determining 
the design of a grounding system. Applicable standards and codes 
must be applied. 

While many codes and standards contain minimum grounding 
and bonding requirements, the design and installation of electrical 
grounding systems is one of the most important aspects of any 
electrical distribution system. However, codes and standards 
are often misunderstood and grounding systems subsequently 
installed improperly.

Grounding Principles
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WHY IS GOOD GROUNDING IMPORTANT?

The transient nature of lightning with its associated fast rise times 
and large magnitude currents mean that special consideration 
needs to be given to grounding, for lightning protection to be 
effective. Many factors such as soil resistivity variations, installation 
accessibility, layout and existing physical features are all site 
specific and tend to affect decisions on grounding methods 
employed. The primary aim of a direct strike grounding system is to:

• Efficiently dissipate lightning energy into the ground

• Help protect equipment and personnel

GROUNDING PRINCIPLES

Low impedance is the key to lightning protection. All grounding 
connections should be as short and direct as possible to minimize 
inductance and reduce peak voltages induced in the connections. 
The ground electrode system must efficiently couple lightning 
surges into the ground by maximizing capacitive coupling to the 
soil. The resistance of the ground itself to lightning currents must 
also be minimized. Only when all these factors are taken into 
account will maximum lightning protection be achieved.

GROUND IMPEDANCE

Soil resistivity is an important design consideration. It varies 
markedly for different soil types, moisture content and 
temperatures and gives rise to variations in ground impedances.

SHORT, DIRECT GROUND CONNECTIONS

The voltage generated by a lightning discharge depends primarily 
on the risetime of the current and the impedance (primarily 
inductance) of the path to ground. Extremely fast rise times result 
in significant voltage rises due to any series inductance resulting 
from long, indirect paths, or sharp bends in the routing of ground 
conductors. This is why short, direct ground connections are 
important.

COUPLING FROM THE ELECTRODE SYSTEM TO THE 
GROUND

The efficiency of a ground electrode system in coupling a lightning 
current to ground is dependent on a number of factors, including 
the geometry of the ground electrode system, the shape of the 
conductors and the effective coupling into the soil.

A typical grounding system.

DOWNCONDUCTOR

Earth Pit
GEM

Grounding Principles
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Figure 1-A

V

Distance from  
the electrode

Figure 1-B

Ground Rod

Figure 1-B illustrates current flow from the injection point of a single 
ground electrode. As current flows out from the central injection point, a 
voltage gradient on the ground surface around the electrode is produced. 
This gradient levels off to a plateau at some distance from the electrode, 
as seen in Figure 1-A. The impedance seen by the current is determined 
by the soil particles in direct contact with the surface of the rod, and by the 
general impedance of the soil.

• Good electrical conductivity

• Conductors capable of withstanding available electrical fault
currents

• Long life — at least 40 years

• Low ground resistance and impedance

The basic philosophy of any grounding installation should be an 
attempt to maximize the surface area of electrodes or conductors 
with the surrounding soil. Not only does this help to lower the 
earth resistance of the grounding system, but it also greatly 
improves the impedance of the grounding system under lightning 
surge conditions.

• Equipotential bonding

Equipotential bonding helps ensure that hazardous potential 
differences do not occur between different incoming 
conductors such as metallic water services, power systems, 
telecommunication systems and the local ground, and also 
minimizes step and touch potentials.

• Good corrosion resistance

The ground electrode system should be corrosion resistant, and 
compatible with other conductors that are buried and bonded 
to the ground system. Copper is by far the most common 
material used for grounding conductors. In general, some form of 
maintenance or inspection procedure should be adopted to ensure 
the long-term effectiveness of a grounding system.

• Electrically and mechanically robust and reliable

Mechanical coupling can be used to join ground conductors, 
but suffers from corrosion effects when dissimilar metals are 
involved. As well as mechanical strength, Cadweld connections 
provide excellent low impedance, long life electrical connections 
with excellent corrosion resistance.

Ground Resistance

When current flows from a ground electrode into the surrounding 
soil, it is often described as flowing through  
a series of concentric shells of increasing diameter. 

Each successive shell has a greater area for current flow and 
consequently, lower resistance. At some point distant from the 
earth conductor the current dissipation becomes so large and 
current density so small, that the resistance is negligible. 

In theory, the ground resistance may be derived from the general 
formula:

R = P LA Resistance = Resistivity x Length
Area

This formula illustrates why the shells of concentric earth 
decrease in resistance the farther they are from the ground rod:

R = Resistivity of Soil x Thickness of Shell
Area

In the case of ground resistance, uniform earth (or soil) resistivity 
throughout the volume is assumed, although this is seldom the 
case in nature. The equations for systems of electrodes are very 
complex and often expressed only as approximations. The most 
commonly used formula for single ground electrode systems, 
developed by Professor H.R. Dwight of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, is the following:

R = P ρ
2πL

  {(ln 4L) – 1}
r

R = resistance in ohms of the ground rod to the earth (or soil)

L = grounding electrode length

r = grounding electrode radius

ρ = average resistivity in ohms-cm.

Grounding Principles
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CONDITIONS INFLUENCING SOIL RESISTIVITY

The resistance of the earth itself (soil resistivity) can significantly 
impact the overall impedance of the grounding system. Several 
factors, such as soil composition, moisture content, mineral 
content, contaminants, etc., determine the overall resistivity of the 
earth.

SOIL TYPE

Resistivity  ohm-cm

Average Min. Max.

Fills – ashes, cinders, brine 
wastes 2,370 590 7,000

Clay, shale, gumbo, loam 4,060 340 16,300

Clay, shale, gumbo, loam with 
varying proportions of sand 
and gravel

15,800 1,020 135,000 

Gravel, sand, stones, with little 
clay or loam 94,000 59,000 458,000

U.S. Bureau of Standards Technical Report 108

SOIL RESISTIVITY TESTING

To properly design a grounding system, it is essential to test 
soil resistivity. Several methods can he used to measure earth 
resistivity: the four-point method, the variation in-depth method 
(three-point method) and the two-point method. The most 
accurate method and the one that nVent ERICO recommends is 
the four-point method.

Sphere of Influence - electrical current flows from the ground  
rod into surrounding soil and progressively dissipates in waves  
of increasing diameter. 

THE FOUR-POINT METHOD

1. Four test stakes are positioned in a straight line an equal
distance apart and are hammered into the ground to be
surveyed to a depth of not more than 1/20 the distance
between the adjacent stakes.

2. An earth resistance tester is connected to these four stakes as
shown in Figure 2.

3. The DC test option on the tester is then selected and
performed, and the resistance figure “R” recorded.

4. The soil resistivity level “r” (in ohms/cm) is then
calculated using the formula:  r=2paR  where:
  R = the resistance figure, in ohms
  a = the separation of the test stakes, in meters.

p = 4πAR 
1 + 2A

√ (A2 + 4B2)
– 2A

√ (A2 + 4B2)
Where:

A = distance between the electrodes in centimeters

B = electrode depth in centimeters

If A > 20 B, the formula becomes:

p = 2π AR (with A in cm)

p = 191.5 AR (with A in feet)

p = Soil resistivity (ohm-cm)

This value is average resistivity of the ground at a depth equivalent 
to the distance “A” between two electrodes.

Figure 2

Grounding Principles
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Grounding Principles

STEP AND TOUCH POTENTIAL

Step Potential

Step Potential is the voltage difference 
between a person’s feet caused by the 
dissipation gradient of a fault entering  
the earth.

Touch Potential

Touch Potential is similar to “Step Potential” 
except that the fault current passes through the 
person’s arm and torso on the way to the ground.

Another function of the grounding system is 
to provide a reference for circuit conductors to 
stabilize their voltage to ground during normal 
operation. The earth itself is not essential to 
provide a reference function; another suitable 
inductive body may be used instead.

The function of a grounding electrode system 
and a ground terminal is to provide a system of 
conductors, which ensures electrical contact 
with the earth. 

Without 
Protection Without 

Protection

Difference of 
Potential

50% Drop

Avoid hazardous  
Step and Touch Potentials  

(shock) or even death by low  
impedance grounding and bonding  

between metallic equipment,  
chassis, piping, and other 

conductive  
objects so that currents, due to  

faults or lightning, do not  
result in hazardous  

voltage rise.
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GROUNDING / EARTHING SYSTEM DESIGN

Grounding systems are important.  It is not expensive  
to build an appropriate ground system during initial construction 
of a facility, but it can be very expensive to add to it, enhance it, 
or replace it after the facility is complete. Care should be taken to 
design a system that is appropriate both for clearing ground faults 
and dissipating lightning energy. The system must have a long 
performance life, meet applicable codes / standards for safety, 
and have sufficient bonding points to make it easy to add new 
equipment / facility grounding to it easily.

Design considerations include:

• Purpose of facility

• Design life of facility

• Soil resistivity at 3 depths

• Corrosive nature of soil

• Shape and available area of facility site

• Existing structures and their grounding systems

• Seasonal variations in moisture and temperature
for facility site

• Public access & personnel use

• Adjacent facilities and electrical systems

• Future uses, additions, equipment for facility

For proper operation of overcurrent devices, it is  
important to have a low DC ohmic resistance to remote earth. 
In many instances, this is best achieved by installing a deep 
ground electrode on site. It should be driven deep enough to reach 
the permanent water table.

For dissipation of direct or indirect lightning currents, it is better to 
have many horizontal ground conductors in the soil, preferably in a 
radial array. This provides a low impedance path of dissipation to 
the high frequency component of the lightning energy.

For personnel, particularly where people congregate or where 
equipment operators will be located, it is important to have a grid 
system or other equipotential plane to reduce “step potential” 
and have equipment and metal structures bonded to the ground 
system to reduce “touch potential”.

A proper facility grounding system incorporates these necessities 
in the most cost-effective manner that will last for the design life 
of the facility.

nVent ERICO is a manufacturer and marketer of grounding, 
bonding, lightning protection and surge protection products and 
systems. nVent ERICO has many knowledgeable and experienced 
engineers on staff with the training and the tools (including some 
of the latest design software) to design appropriate grounding 
systems. These engineers can assist facility owners, engineers 
and contractors in designing the most appropriate system for the 
facility in question.

Grounding Chain

1. Grounding Electrode Conductor

2. Grounding Connections

3. Grounding Electrode

4. Electrode to Soil Resistance

5. Soil

Grounding Principles
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Grounding Principles

THE GROUNDING CHAIN

The performance of the grounding system is determined by 
the quality of the following five components all of which are of 
equal importance.

1. The Grounding Electrode Conductor. Typically made from 
copper or copper-bonded steel, the grounding electrode 
conductor must be large enough to withstand the maximum 
available fault current over the maximum clearing time.   

2. The Grounding Connections. Often overlooked, the grounding 
connections are used to tie the elements of the electrode 
system together.  Exothermically welded connections provide 
a molecular bond that will never loosen or corrode. Mechanical 
connectors, such as crimp, bolted, and wedge type, rely 
on physical point-to-point surface contact to maintain the 
integrity of the electrical connection. IEEE® Standard 837-
2014 provides detailed information on the application and 
testing of permanent grounding connections. nVent ERICO 
can provide an independent, third-party test report evaluating 
the performance of these connectors in accordance with 
the testing procedures set forth in IEEE Standard 837-2014 
Standard for Qualifying Permanent Substation Grounding 
Connections.

3. The Grounding Electrode. The grounding electrode provides 
the physical connection to the earth and is the instrument 
used to dissipate current into it. There are two main types of 
electrodes.  “Natural” electrodes are intrinsic to the facility 
and include metal underground water pipe, the metal frame 
of the building (if effectively grounded), and reinforcing bar 
in concrete foundations. “Made” electrodes are installed 
specifically to improve the performance of the ground system 
and include wire meshes, metallic plates, buried copper 
conductor and rods or pipes driven into the ground. The 
ground rod is the most widely used electrode. 

4. Electrode to Soil Resistance. Amount of rod surface and rod 
replacement are the controlling factors. Doubling diameter 
reduces resistance by only 10% and is not cost effective. 
Doubling rod length, however, theoretically reduces resistance 
by 40%. The most common solution is proper placement of 
multiple rods that are driven to the required depths.

5. The Soil. The soil resistivity, measured in ohm-centimeters 
or ohm-meters, plays a significant role in determining the 
overall performance of the grounding system and must be 
known before a proper grounding system can be engineered. 
Measuring soil resistivity allows the design engineer to locate 
an area with the most conductive soil and to determine the 
depth of the conductive soil so that electrodes can be placed 
accordingly.

The grounding system will carry little or no current for long 
periods of time until a fault occurs or a lightning strike or other 
transient requires dissipation. At that point, the grounding system 
components will be expected to perform like new while conducting 
large amounts of current. Most of the grounding system is 
concealed below grade, making inspection of the grounding 
components difficult or impossible. The underground environment 
is a harsh one. The initial selection of the components used in 
the grounding system is of critical importance to its long-term 
effectiveness.

Ground  
Enhancement 
Material  
(GEM)

Cadweld 
Exothermic 
Connection

ERICO  
Copper-bonded 
Ground Rod
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GROUND ELECTRODES

The ground electrode is a critical component of the grounding system. Many different types of electrodes 
are available, some “natural” and some “made”. The natural types include metal underground water  
pipe, the metal frame of a building (if effectively grounded), a copper wire or reinforcing bar in a  
concrete foundation or underground structures or systems. Consideration should be given  
to bonding of natural earths to ensure electrical continuity with a facility’s other “earths”. 

“Made” electrodes are specifically installed to improve the system grounding or 
earthing. These earth electrodes must ideally penetrate into the moisture  
level below the ground level to reduce resistance. They must also consist  
of metal conductors (or a combination of metal conductor types), which  
do not corrode excessively for the period of time they are expected to serve.  
Made electrodes include rods or pipes driven into the earth, metallic plates  
buried in the earth or a copper wire ring encircling the structure.  
Underground gas piping or aluminum electrodes are NOT permitted for  
use as ground electrodes.

GROUND RODS - WHICH GROUND ROD SHOULD BE USED?

Ground rods are often selected on the basis of their resistance to  
corrosion. The other major factor is cost. All too often, the cost of 
a product is seen as the initial up front price, but the real cost is  
determined by the serviceable life of the ground rod. 

Galvanized steel rods are one of the cheapest electrodes  
available. However, they are not the most cost effective  
since they have a relatively short service life. Solid copper  
and stainless steel rods have a long service life. However,  
they are considerably more expensive than galvanized steel 
rods. In addition to this, solid copper rods are not suited  
to deep driving or even driving short lengths into hard  
ground, without bending. 

Ask for the nVent ERICO White Paper on Ground Rods – Copper- 
bonded vs. Galvanized.

• Cost-effective
long service life

Copper-bonded  
coating:
• Permanent molecular 

bond
• Low resistance 

performance
•  High fault current 

capacity (IEEE® Std 80)
•  Will not slip or 

tear when driven
•  Will not crack if 

rod is bent
•  Copper coating 

may vary to 
meet required 
standards

•  10 mil (254 micron)
minimum coating 
on rods listed to 
UL® 467

Carbon Steel  
core and tip*:

•  Greater tensile strength

• Deep driving capability

• Lower purchase 
price — not as 
cost-effective
over the expected 
life as Copper- 

 bonded

Galvanized coating:
• Relatively short 

service life
• May crack if rod 

is bent

3.9 mil (99 micron) 
minimum coating 
per ASTM® 123

* ERICO copper-bonded 
and galvanized rods

The photo shows two ground rods  
subjected to the same pressure load test.  
The nVent ERICO copper-bonded ground 
rod, shown on the left, will bend without tears,  
cracks or folds, to the outer sheath. The  
inferior copperclad rod shown on the right, has 
developed cracks and creases to the outer sheath, 
which will significantly reduce its serviceable life 
and put the integrity of the entire electrode at risk.

Ground System Components

Copper-Bonded Ground Rod Galvanized Ground Rod
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Ground System Components

THE STAINLESS STEEL GROUND ROD OPTION

It is important to note that certain soils and land fill areas may not 
be compatible with copper. In these situations, stainless steel is 
a better proposition. Stainless steel may also be an alternative, 
where structures or components, such as steel towers, poles or 
lead sheathed cables are in close proximity to an array of ground 
electrodes. In these circumstances, consideration must be given 
to the consequence of galvanic corrosion. The high cost of 
stainless steel rods prohibits their widespread use.

The photo on the right shows a galvanized steel ground rod driven 
vertically into the ground at the Pawnee testing site in Las Vegas, 
NV. One area is reduced from a 3/4” diameter to approximately 
a 1/4” diameter due to extensive corrosion. The eventual failure 
would result in a potentially catastrophic loss of ground.

COPPER-BONDED GROUND ROD

The copper-bonded ground rod has an electrolytic coating of 
copper deposited over a layer of nickel. This process ensures a 
long lasting, molecular bond between the copper layer and the 
steel core. nVent ERICO recommends copper-bonded ground rods 
because the copper coating will not slip or tear when driven, nor 
will it crack if the rod is bent. The tough, carbon steel core has 
good characteristics for deep driving. Copper-bonded ground rods 
have a high resistance to corrosion and provide a low resistance 
path to ground. 

NEGRP

The photo on the left shows two ground rods that were driven 
into the soil vertically at the Pecos testing site in Las Vegas, NV in 
December of 1992. The top ground rod is galvanized steel, 3/4” x 
10’. Bottom ground rod is copper-bonded, 5/8” x 8’. Both ground 
rods were exhumed from the site in April of 2004. The loss of zinc 
resulted in excessive corrosion of the steel. The copper-bonded 
steel ground rods showed minimal corrosion.

Excavated after 12 years. Excavated after 11 years.
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HIGH QUALITY CONNECTIONS

The patented nVent ERICO Hammerlock grounding connector from nVent ERICO connects the 
grounding conductor to the ground rod. Machined from highly conductive copper, the state-of-
the-art Hammerlock provides a low-resistance connection designed to withstand ground fault 
currents and lightning transients. The Hammerlock connector’s mechanically rugged design 
will help ensure that the  highest level of performance is maintained for many years after the 
connection has been buried in the harsh underground environment. The Hammerlock is one of 
the quickest and easiest grounding connectors to install and requires no special tools or training. 
It has been engineered to be user-friendly, cost-effective, and provides a high level of protection 
for people and expensive equipment.

Features Include:

• Machined from 100% high-conductivity copper

• Excellent mechanical strength

• Irreversible connection

• Fast and simple installation requires only a hammer

• No training required

• Provides a visual indication of completed connection

• Allows for “T” or pass-through connections

• UL® Listed (#2, 4 and 6 solid to 5/8” copper or galvanized rod)

The Importance of Grounding Connections

Electrical utilities and other industries are discovering significant cost benefits when high-
quality electrical grounding systems are installed. Many are specifying low-resistance grounds 
along their transmission and distribution networks. These low-resistance electrodes limit 
neutral-to-ground voltage, improve safety and provide better protection against lightning 
damage. In fact, the savings realized from reduced equipment damage and the decrease 
in service interruptions have prompted many utilities to undertake large-scale grounding 
improvement programs.

The three main components of the grounding system are the grounding connector, grounding 
conductor and ground rod. They are all equally important to the performance of the system. 
A loose or corroded connection will render the grounding system ineffective. While acorn 
clamps are still the connector of choice, many installers recognize the serious deficiency in their 
performance and the risks associated with poor-quality connections. Many acorn clamps are 
loose the day they are installed.

In order to install an acorn clamp effectively, it is necessary to know the proper torque level for 
the bolt. Since acorn clamps don’t come with instructions and most crews don’t have or wouldn’t 
use a torque wrench, many are broken or installed incorrectly. The cost of replacing damaged 
equipment, and the labor associated with doing so, quickly puts the cost of using inferior 
connectors into perspective.

Installation Costs

The actual cost of the grounding connector represents only a small fraction of the total installed 
expense when the labor rate of the installation crew, equipment overhead costs, ground rod and 
conductor costs are considered. Installation costs increase significantly when deep-driven rods 
are used —a common practice in grounding improvement programs.

Therefore, investing in the best-performing, longest-lasting grounding connector is a wise choice. 
Initially paying more for a quality connector will actually save money in the long run, by reducing 
downtime and eliminating the need for crews to return to the site for repairs.

Hammerlock  
is machined from highly 

conductive copper.

It is easy to see why acorn  
clamps are more susceptible to 
corrosion than any other type of 

grounding connection.

Hammerlock cutaway.

nVent ERICO Hammerlock
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nVent ERICO Hammerlock

Hammerlock Is The Answer!

Acorn clamps are utilized because they are inexpensive. They were developed before the proliferation of expensive electronics, at a time 
when the demand for electric power was lower and before power quality was a serious consideration. The Hammerlock, on the other 
hand, was designed to meet the needs of today’s modern grounding programs. Therefore, an upgraded or perhaps more aptly stated, 
updated, grounding program specification should require a quality connector and exclude the acorn clamp.

How the Hammerlock works

The ground wire is placed through the 
connector body and then the body is 
placed on the top of the ground rod. As 
the connector is struck with a hammer, 
Hammerlock is connected to the ground 
rod using the same compression 
technology used in the nVent ERICO 
threadless couplers that connect deep-
driven rods together.

At the same time, the ground wire  
is locked in place as the connector plug 
enters the body.

Ease of Installation

Installing the Hammerlock is as easy as swinging a hammer. Its 
intuitive design requires no special tools or training. When the large diameter 
on the Hammerlock plug is flush or below the round body, the connection 
is complete and irreversible. The Hammerlock can be installed three to five 
times faster than an acorn clamp and is easier to install in a trench.

The Hammerlock provides a high-quality grounding connection that is 
easy to use and cost-effective — withstanding 100% of the current carrying 
capacity of the conductor. Given the important function of today’s grounding 
system, the Hammerlock provides excellent connector value.

1 2

Hammerlock Specification

Cable to ground rod connectors shall be made from a round, high conductivity copper alloy bar stock, with a minimum of 90% IACS. The 
connector shall provide a high quality, irreversible, compression connection area for the conductor and a taper fit compression connection area 
for the ground rod. The connector shall be able to withstand 100% of the current carrying capacity of the conductor. The connector shall not 
rely on bolts or screws to maintain the integrity of the connection. Each connector shall be clearly marked with the catalog number and clear 
description of the conductor and ground rod to be connected and packaged with installation instructions.

A hammer shall be required for the connector installation. The connector shall provide a positive visual means of verifying a successfully 
completed connection. The connector shall be the Hammerlock as manufactured by nVent ERICO or approved equal. Silicon bronze connectors 
are not acceptable.
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nVent ERICO Ground Enhancement Material (GEM) is the effective, maintenance free, permanent, easy to use, and environmentally 
sensitive solution to your toughest grounding problems.   

GEM is a low-resistance, non-corrosive, carbon-based superior conductive material that improves grounding effectiveness, especially in 
areas of poor conductivity such as rocky ground, mountain tops and sandy soil. GEM is also the answer in situations where ground rods 
can’t be driven or where limited land area makes adequate grounding difficult with conventional methods.

GEM contains portland cement, which sets within 3 days and fully cures within 28 days, to become a highly conductive concrete that 
performs in all soil conditions irrespective of the presence of water. GEM maintains a constant level of superior performance once cured 
that will not diminish over the life of the grounding system.

GEM comes in easy to use 25 lb (11.3 kg) bags or buckets that one person can install. GEM is maintenance-free and will never leach or 
wash away. A Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) is available on request.

FAST AND EASY ORDERING

For more information, contact your local ERICO sales 
representative for a quote. You can reference the GEM part 
numbers.

GEM
Ground Enhancement Material

Conforms to IEC 62561-7

nVent ERICO Ground Enhancement Material (GEM)

GEM is effective

• Dramatically reduces earth resistance and 
impedance measurements

• Maintains constant resistance for the life 
of the system once in its set form

• Performs in all soil conditions even during 
dry spells

• May reduce the size of the grounding 
system where conventional methods are 
unsatisfactory

GEM is easy to use

• Easy-to-handle 25 lb (11.3 kg) 
bags or buckets

• Requires one person to install

Part Number Description

GEM25A 25-lb. (11.3 kg) bag with handles

GEM25ABKT 25-lb. (11.3 kg) plastic bucket with locking lid

GEM is permanent

• Fully sets within 3 days, fully cures within 
28 days.

• Does not dissolve, decompose or leach 
out with time

• Non-corrosive

• Reduces vandalism and theft since 
conductors are hard to remove from 
concrete

GEM is maintenance free

• Does not require periodic charging 
treatments or placement

• Does not require the continuous presence 
of water to maintain its conductivity

GEM is environmentally sensitive

• Exceeds IEC® 62561-7 which sets the 
benchmark for corrosion, leaching, 
sulfur content, and other environmental 
regulations

• MSDS sheet available upon request
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DESIGN AND ESTIMATING SOFTWARE

Design software estimates the quantity of GEM needed and calculates the anticipated ground resistance on any installation. 
GEM software is available at nVent.com/ERICO/products/GEM.asp.

Estimated linear feet of ground conductor covering with each bag of GEM.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Trench Installation:

1. Mix GEM into a slurry form by using a standard cement mixer or mix
in a bucket, mixing box, wheelbarrow, etc. Use 1.5 to 2 gallons (5.7 to
7.6 liters) of clean-potable water per bag or bucket of GEM.  Do not
mix GEM with salt water.

2. Spread out enough GEM to uniformly cover bottom of trench –about
2 in (5 cm) deep. (See Table). Let the GEM harden to prevent the
conductor from sinking to the bottom of the trench.

3. Place conductor on top of GEM. (See Note 1)

4. Spread more GEM on top of conductor to completely cover
conductor – about 2 in (5 cm) deep. Allow GEM to harden. Wait 30
minutes to one hour before filling the trench with soil backfill.

5. Carefully cover the GEM with soil making sure not to expose the conductor.
Note 1:  Wait for the GEM to harden, about 15 to 20 minutes, before placing 

the conductor on top of the GEM. You must apply 4 inches (10 cm) of 
insulating material to the conductors and ground rods exiting the GEM, 
starting 2 inches (5 cm) inside the GEM.

Note 2: Excess standing water must be removed from trench.

A 25 lb. bag of GEM will cover 3.5 linear feet (1.0 m) of conductor length for a 4’’ wide (10.2 cm), 4’’ thick (10.2 cm) covering [2’’ (5.1 cm) 
below and 2’’ (5.1 cm) above conductor], based on 63.5 lb/cu ft (1017 kg/m3)

Total Thickness of GEM

Trench Width in cm in cm in cm

Inches Centimeters 4 10.2 5 12.7 6 15.2
4 10.0 3.5 1.0m 2.8 0.8m 2.3 0.7m
6 15.2 9.3 0.7m 1.8 0.5m 1.5 0.4m
8 20.3 7.0 0.5m 1.4 0.4m 1.1 0.3m
10 25.4 5.6 0.4m 1.1 0.3m 0.9 0.3m
12 30.5 4.7 0.3m 0.9 0.3m 0.7 0.2m

2”  
(5 cm)

GEM

4” 
(10 cm)

Soil
Soil Backfill

GEM

Ground  
Conductor

GEM 2”  
(5 cm)

30”  
(76.2 cm)
Trench

 4” 
(10 cm)

nVent ERICO Ground Enhancement Material (GEM)

Parameter Recommended Values Test Method

Standards Compliance
Full compliance to IEC 62561-7 
EPA Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure 
(TCLP), test method 1311

Leaching

Arsenic < 1.5 mg/L, Barium < 60 mg/L, 
Cadmium < 0.15 mg/L, Chromium < 3.0 
mg/L, Lead < 1.5 mg/L, Mercury < 0.06 mg/L, 
Elenium < 1.0 mg/L

EC 62561-7

EN 12457-2

Sulfur Content < 2% ISO 14869-1

Resistivity
<2 Ω-cm for powder

<20 Ω-cm for mixed and cured material

Compressed powder according to ASTM G187-12

Mixed and cured per ASTM D991-89

Corrosion Performance

For copper-plated earth electrodes, the 
polarization resistance shall be   > 8 Ω x m2 for 
aggressive environments

For galvanized earth electrodes, the 
polarization resistance shall be   > 7.6Ω x m2 
for aggressive environments

IEC 62561-7, Sec 5.5, aggressive environment.

Flexural Strength 300-450 psi [2070-3100 kPa] ASTM C293

Compressive Strength 100-200 psi [690-1390 kPa] after 672 hours 
curing time ASTM C109
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*8’ (2.4 m) minimum rod length required to be in contact with the soil (or GEM). Per NEC® 250-52

Note: To mix GEM into a slurry form, use a standard cement mixer or mix in a mixing box, wheelbarrow, etc. Use 1.5 to 2 gallons (5.7 to 7.6 liters) of clean-
potable water per bag of GEM. Do not mix GEM with salt water. For storage and safety precautions, see product packaging.

Customer Support

Support representatives are available to answer any product or application questions you may have; visit nVent.com/ERICO to find a 
phone number for your nearest customer support representative.

Estimated bags of GEM for backfilling around ground rods to a density of 63.5 lb/ft3

Ground Rod Backfill Installation:

1. Auger a 3-inch (7.5 cm) or larger diameter hole to a depth of
6 inches (15 cm) shorter than the length of the ground rod.

2. Place ground rod into augered hole and drive 1 foot (30 cm)
(if possible) into bottom of the hole. The top of the ground rod
will be approximately 6 inches (15 cm) below grade. At this
time, make any connections to ground rod using Cadweld
connections. (See Note 1)

3. Premix GEM into a slurry form. Use 1.5 to 2 gallons (5.7 to
7.6 liters) of clean-potable water per bag or bucket of GEM.
The installation of GEM in a dry state is acceptable for vertical
ground rod applications.

4. Pour the appropriate amount of GEM (see table) around the
ground rod. To ensure the GEM material completely fills the
hole, tamp around the ground rod with a pole. Wait 30 minutes
to 1 hour before filling the hole with soil backfill.

5. Fill remainder of augered hole with soil removed
during augering.
For various augered-hole diameters and depths,
see the table below:

Note 1:   4 inches (10 cm) of insulating material must be applied to the 
conductors and ground rods exiting the GEM, starting 2 inches (5 cm) 
inside the GEM.

Note 2:  Excess standing water must be removed from the hole.

Depth of Hole*

Diameter of Hole ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m ft m

Inches Centimeters 5 1.5 6 1.8 8 2.4 10 3.0 15 4.6 20 6.1

4 10.2 2 2 2 3 4 5

6 15.2 3 3 4 5 8 10

8 20.3 5 6 8 9 14 18

10 25.4 7 9 12 14 21 28

12 30.5 10 12 16 20 30 40

Auger 
Hole

6”  
(15.2 cm)

6”  
(15.2 
cm)

Ground 
Rod

GEM 
packed 
around 
Ground  
Rod

Soil 
Backfill

Diameter

6” (15.2 cm) 
shorter than 
Ground Rod

12”
(30.4 cm)

nVent ERICO Ground Enhancement Material (GEM)



nVent ERICO Cu-Bond is a bare concentric stranded 
conductor that consists of peripheral tinned copper 
plated steel which protects and conceals the internal 
copper stranding.

This conductor is ideal for exposed electrical 
grounding applications where copper theft may occur. 
The conductor is difficult to cut with hand tools and 
the outer stranding is magnetic, which further deters 
thieves looking for copper.

The CC5A05CB (19 strand) is electrically equivalent 
to a 4 AWG (25mm2), the CC5A20CB is electrically 
equivalent to a 2/0 AWG (70mm2) and the CC5A40CB 
is electrically equivalent to a 4/0 AWG (120mm2). 
These conductors are ideal for transmission tower, 
distribution pole and a wide range of above and below 
grade grounding applications.

nVent ERICO Cu-Bond Composite Cable

FEATURES

• Outer strands comprised of tinned copper bonded steel for
corrosion resistance and theft deterrence

• Inner copper stranding is tinned for superior corrosion resistance

• Copper stranding inside of conductor provides increased
conductivity and conductor flexibility

• Copper strands are hidden by outer tinned copper bonded steel
strands

• Available in three sizes / configurations with electrical
equivalency to 4, 2/0 and 4/0 AWG copper

• Suitable for direct burial applications

• More flexible and easier to work with than copper clad
steel conductors
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For decades, nVent ERICO has provided the market 
with high quality copper-bonded ground rods. 

nVent ERICO has taken that same concept in 
ground rods and made this into a revolutionary 
new grounding conductor. The nVent ERICO 
Cu-Bond Round Conductor is comprised of an 
electro-plated coating of copper deposited over 
a layer of nickel surrounding a steel core. This 
process helps ensure a long-lasting molecular 
bond between the copper layer and the steel.

The conductor core consists of a low-carbon 
steel grade for improved flexibility in the field. The 
copper surface of the conductor provides high 
conductivity and corrosion-resistance properties.

FEATURES

• Copper-bonded coating will not crack or tear when the conductor is bent

• High resistance to corrosion and provides a low resistance path to Earth

• Available in standard packaging lengths of 100 meters, 50 meters, and 25 meters

• Minimum copper plating thickness of 254 microns

• Available in nominal diameters of 8, 10, 13, 14, 16, and 18 mm

• Meets the requirements of IEC® 62305-3 Edition 2 and IEC/EN 62561-2 for lightning protection applications

• Cu-Bond Round conductors are UL certified to IEC® 62561-2
BENEFITS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO COPPER CONDUCTOR

• Theft deterrent: Copper theft is a problem everywhere. Cu-Bond Round Conductor is hard to cut with hand tools due to its steel core.
They are also magnetic, notifying potential thieves that the materials within are of little scrap value.

• Cost-effective: Because the copper is bonded to a steel core, the cost of the conductor is minimized by reducing the total amount of
copper in the cable.

BENEFITS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO GALVANIZED STEEL CONDUCTOR

• Superior corrosion resistance: In comparison to other steel-based products, Cu-Bond Round Conductor provides excellent application
life of typically 30-40 years in most soil conditions.

Substation earthing riser

Equipotential grounding conductor GT Cadweld connection

nVent ERICO Cu-Bond Round Conductor
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ABOVE GRADE APPLICATIONS

The unique properties of Cu-Bond Round Conductor make it ideal for 
both horizontal and vertical placement. Above grade, the conductor 
is well-suited as a lightning-protection conductor when applied in 
accordance with the IEC 62305-3 Edition 2.0 standard.

• Utility

 –Distribution down-lead conductor and assemblies

 –Bonding kits for substation fence or equipment ground risers back 
to the grid

• Commercial and Industrial

 –Alternative conductors to solid copper rod and tapes in grounding 
and lightning protection 

• Telecom

 –Conductor for connecting equipment ground to ground grid, and 
riser (down-lead) conductors for tower

 –Grounding conductor for datacenter mesh bonding

• Rail

 –Trackside bonding conductor and stray current conductor

 –Grounding kits for trackside equipment, electrical  
traction power

 –Substation, wayside shelters, communication antenna equipment

BELOW GRADE APPLICATIONS

Copper-bonded steel conductors are ideal as earthing and bonding 
conductors where copper theft on-site may occur. Cu-Bond is ideal 
for use in a variety of applications including power distribution 
earthing and bonding; substation earthing; commercial, industrial, 
and railway earthing.

• Buried ground grid conductors and electrodes:

 –Wireless telecom tower earthing

 –Utility substation earthing;  power distribution and transmission 
earthing

 –Large scale ground mount solar farm earthing

 – Industrial facility earthing, for example, petro-chemical and mining 
infrastructure

 –Railway earthing

• Interconnecting grounding conductor between wind towers or 
grounding grid at base of wind tower

Lightning protection

Telecom tower grounding

Cu-Bond Round Conductor is stamped with  
compliance markings directly on the product to  
ensure genuine product and high quality standards.  
Beware of imitations.

nVent ERICO Cu-Bond Round Conductor
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READY-TO-USE STAINLESS STEEL BRAIDS FOR MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

WHERE STAINLESS BRAIDS CAN BE USED:

nVent ERICO developed and manufactures a range of ground stainless steel braids. These high-quality 316L stainless steel braids can 
be installed in extremely corrosive environments, like offshore applications or coastal applications. The CPI braid is ideal for applications 
using stainless steel pipe or tanks, like the food and beverage industry, building industry, transportation, oil and chemical industry.

nVent ERICO offers 316L stainless steel, one of the highest resistant stainless steel options on the market. nVent ERICO has mastered 
the process of manufacturing stainless steel for braiding, crimping, cutting or punching and offers a full range of ready-to-use stainless 
steel braids.

In addition, the CPIW offered by nVent ERICO allows for more connections to larger bolts than any other 50 mm2 or 70 mm2 braid.

Salt Environment

Outdoor application: Oil & chemical 
industry, food & beverage industry, 
civil construction, urban projects and 
transportation

up to 100 km

Coastal Industry

Offshore application: Salt and corrosive environments

Ground Stainless Steel Braids (CPI + CPIW)

Stainless Steel Braids Technical Characteristics

• 316L stainless steel braid ready to use

• Full application range: 16 to 70 mm2 section with 150 to 1100 mm 
length

• High-quality 316L stainless steel: superior abrasion, corrosion, 
chemical, and UV resistance for outdoor applications

• Time savings: Quick and easy to install. Ready to use. No additional 
cutting, stripping, crimping and punching needed. Less labor time for 
installation

• Material savings: No additional lugs or terminals needed

• Durable in outdoor, salt and corrosive environments

• Non-magnetic material

• UL® Listed to UL467 - grounding and bonding equipment for US and 
Canada

• Great for expansion joints where constant movement requires a 
flexible and indestructible covering
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INNOVATIVE, STATE-OF-THE-ART 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

nVent ERICO manufacturing directly massivates the palms of the 
MBJ tinned-plated braids. This manufacturing process provides 
an effective electrical contact, due to the integral palms, without 
the addition of tin or crimped lugs.

This process welds the flexible braid and brings back a solid 
tinned or red copper block as a palm. Unlike the traditional press-
welded palms process, nVent ERICO’s process is suitable for 
red copper, but also for tin plated copper. The electrical contact 
between each wire is optimized.

This nVent ERICO process also helps eliminate moisture issues 
in the palms. By using crimped lugs in a severe environment, 
moisture can enter in the lug (often by capillarity) and create 
corrosion between each wire. After several years, the electrical 
contact between each wire can deteriorate and alter the electrical 
conductivity of the equipment. The corrosion in the palm is 
impossible to remove without changing the element.

This process produces RoHS products; no additional substances 
are added to the tinned-plated wires during the manufacturing 
process.

BJ

Round braids with 
crimped lugs

Ground Copper Braids (MBJ & BJ)

Tinned Copper Ground Braids Technical Characteristics

With integral palm

•  A complete range of ground flexible connections from 6 to 100 mm2

section and from 100 to 500 mm length

• Resistant to vibration and fatigue, reducing maintenance

• Reliable: No extra contact due to the lugs crimped at the ends of the 
cable

• Provides weight savings, material savings and lower impedance when 
compared to similar lugged cables with insulation

• Integral palm, without tin or crimped lugs for superior electrical 
contact and tensile strength resistance

• Quick and easy to install: Ready to use. 
No cutting, stripping, crimping or punching. 
Less labor time for installation

• Material savings: No lugs or terminals

• GOST compliant

• RoHS compliant

Part  
No. Description Cross 

Section
L 
in

Ø D
in

Intensity 
A

556900 BJ 6-150 S 11.84 kcmil 5.91 0.006 45 10

556910 BJ 6-200 S 11.84 kcmil 7.87 0.006 45 10

556920 BJ 10-300 S 19.74 kcmil 11.81 0.006 75 10




